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Divorce could not have been obtained in New York for desertion, but
it was proved in evidence that the law of New York would recognize
the validity of a decree granted in another State in such circumstances
as the above.
Sir Gorell Barnes held that the decree was equally binding in
England. All questions of status are subject to the lex domlcilii^
and here was a decree, recognized by that lex> which patently
affected the status of husband and wife,1 The restricted inter-
pretation of this decision by Mountbatten v. Mountbatten is dis-
cussed later.2
Not only does English law recognize a decree of divorce Validity of
granted by the courts of the foreign domicil of the parties, but div?rcf ,
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it also recognizes that, even in the case or a marriage contracted governed
in England between British subjects, the decree is governed ^^
exclusively by the law of that domicil.3 Thus the validity of a
divorce obtained in the country of domicil is not affected by
the fact that it was granted for some cause, such as insulting
behaviour4 or violent and ungovernable temper,5 which is in-
adequate by English law. Speaking of this principle in Eater v.
Eater^ Sir Gorell Barnes said:
'It is based upon the simple proposition that if this country recog-
nizes the right of a foreign tribunal to dissolve a marriage of two persons
who were at the time domiciled in that foreign country, it must also
recognize that their marriage may be dissolved according to the law of
that foreign country, even though that law would dissolve a marriage
for a lesser cause than would dissolve it in this country. Absurd results
would follow if that were not so, because by the law of the domicil they
would cease to be husband and wife, and yet if they returned to this
country they would be husband and wife. That is not convenient, nor
is it logic, and I think if they were bona fide and properly domiciled in
the country where it takes place it is a good divorce.'
Although a decree of divorce given in the common domicil
of the parties is, of course, an effective termination of their
status as husband and wife, it does not automatically ter-
minate a maintenance order in favour of the wife made by
an English court at a time when the parties were domiciled
in this country. It lies within the discretion of the English
court either to discharge or to vary it, and in exercising this
1	This is also true of a nullity decree; Abate v. Abate ^ [1961] 2 W.L.R. 221.
2	[19593 P- 43; **Jr*> pp- 399-400.
3	Harvey v. Farnie (r 882), 8 App. Cas. 43; Pembertonv. Hughes? [i899] i CL
781; Saferv.Bater, [1906] P. 209.         4 Metzgerv.Mttzgcr, [1937] P. 19*
5 Ptmbcrton v. Hughes* supra.	6 [1906] P. 209, at p. 217.

